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Gujarat Technological University is running an entrepreneurship cell in a collaboration of NEN – National Entrepreneurship Network. Gujarat Technological University has organized one day seminar on Entrepreneurship. The intension of the seminar is to provide information and encourage the faculty members and colleges about entrepreneurship. The Principal Dr. Samir Patel along with the Asst. Prof Hardik Patel, Asst. Prof Rahul Patel, Asst. Prof Nilesh Yadav from Grow More Faculty of Engineering has participated in this seminar.

In Response of that workshop Grow More Faculty of Engineering has started working in that direction by taking several initiative steps, so that students of GMFE can become successful entrepreneur in future.

As a first initiative step GMFE has arranged a seminar on an entrepreneurship in campus to spread awareness and to motivate students and faculty member. In this seminar GMFE got excellent response from the students as well as faculty member. Most of them are ready to work dedicatedly.

Now it’s time to develop an entrepreneurship cell as a second stage. We have started GMFE entrepreneurship cell having dedicated committee member, under the guidance of Dr. Samir Patel, Principal, GMFE. The committee member Asst. Prof Hardik Patel, Asst. Prof Rahul Patel, Asst. Prof Nilesh Yadav, Asst. Prof Mayank Patel are the expertise in different areas will work together so that GMFE entrepreneur cell can develop in all area and student of any branch may get benefited and get help in all sense when needed.
The GMFE entrepreneurship cell had started working with full efficiency after having motivated a team of students and faculty members, to provide a platform to their students to become an entrepreneur.

After working hard for several days, we came up with a plan to do the same. According to the plan, GMFE has organized “BUNGAH FEST’ 14” from 23rd to 25th January, 2014. In this festival, GMFE has provided a platform to a student to show their innovative ideas and abilities to become an entrepreneur in Bungah Fest’14.

The concept of Bungah Fest’14 is to provide a platform to show their talent either in entertainment like dance, etc… or in marketing. We have provided stalls for students to show and implement their innovative ideas related to business. Having their own stall in Bungah Fest’14 will be a small but good start for students to be an entrepreneur. It was a great experience for students to work as an entrepreneur for these days. GMFE got many new and innovative ideas from students which can help them to be an Entrepreneur. The photos of the Bungah Fest’14 have been attached with this report.
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